DRIVE YOUR BUSINESS FORWARD WITH

INTELLIGENCE
Take control with Real-time,
On-demand and Impactful
Environmental and Resource
Data Analytics.

GET THE EDGE
WITH GCX ECO-ANALYTICS

GCX Eco-Analytics is powered by
an online, interactive dashboard and
reporting platform – giving companies
the edge with business intelligence that
reduces their environmental impact and
saves money.

Save Time and Money
Manage ESG Risk
Drive Environmental Efficiencies
Ensure Best Practice Corporate
Governance
• Maximise Data Confidence
Climate change-related risks for businesses continue
to rise and there is increasing pressure on both the
public and private sector to up their environmental
performance. Achieving sustainability in business

“
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is no longer an issue of compliance, but the crucial
differentiator for successful, profitable future-fit
organisations.
GCX sits at the nexus of environmental, digital and
financial performance. With a strong financial focus
coupled with deep environmental expertise and cuttingedge technology, GCX gives organisations the edge in
accelerating their performance across the board. GCX
puts you in control by delivering invaluable insights on
your data that enhances your environmental business
performance.

“

•
•
•
•

The team at GCX are passionate and innovative in their service
offerings and have successfully assisted Sun International in our
sustainability journey.
- Raveshni Maharaj, Group Environmental Specialist, Sun International

YOUR GCX ECO-ANALYTICS

TEAM
“

The GCX team is a passionate group of
business, environmental and technology
experts committed to helping companies
measure and drive environmental
performance on their carbon, energy,
waste and water management.

“

To become a business leader in
sustainability, you need the right team to
make sure that your data delivers business
intelligence that helps you to hit your goals
and targets.

The journey with GCX has been nothing but exciting as our
organisation has seen their brand/company evolve since we started
working with them. From the manual way of sourcing reports to
just accessing them real time, information is just a click away!
- Tshepi Molefe, Group Environmental Sustainability Specialist, Discovery
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BUISNESS

INTELLIGENCE
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

GCX Eco-Analytics is a game-changer in environmental
business performance, looking beyond the stats and
figures to impactful data intelligence.
Data is a fundamental part of driving sustainability in
business and, ultimately, informs Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) strategies and processes. As
companies are under increasing pressure from investors
and legislators to set more ambitious climate change
targets, the need for accurate and reliable data analytics

The GCX Eco-Analytics dashboard doesn’t just deliver
data confidence, but business intelligence that
empowers companies to make sound commercial
decisions and to allocate their resources accordingly.
Through our approach, you get clear targets, accurate
roadmaps and actionable innovations that make
business sense and achieve results.

Multi-sector Capability

Enhanced Employee Productivity

The dashboard and reporting platform can be used
across all sectors, including Agriculture, Mining, Retail,
Real Estate, Distribution, Manufacturing, Hospitality,
Healthcare, and more.

The dashboard enables your employees to focus
their attention where it matters and not on the
time-consuming task of data collection, analysis
and reporting.

One Version of the Truth

Environmental Performance
Measured in Money

“

Reporting environmental performance in a language that
decision-makers understand. The dashboard’s strong
financial focus helps businesses save money while
reducing their environmental impact.

“

Get all your environmental data and insights consolidated
in one, easy to use online dashboard and reporting
platform.
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on environmental resource management has
become vital.

Working with GCX, we have been impressed by the organisation’s
professionalism and understanding of the subject matter
consulted upon.
- Madoda Khumalo, Strategic Services Executive, Sea Harvest

Independent and Objective
GCX is independent of all data providers, ensuring that
we are unbiased while we work with you to identify
anomalies and unlock value.

Competitive Benchmarking
Gauge your performance against your competitors in
the relevant market. The GCX Eco Analytics dashboard’s
internal and external benchmarking capability gives you
the edge in boosting your business performance.

100% Confidence in Your Data
Data anomaly finder and query management systems
ensure that your data is accounted for at all times.
The GCX team continuously interrogates your data to
ensure it is accurate and reliable, giving you complete
data confidence.

Next-level Corporate
Environmental Governance
GCX takes the hassle out of governance by providing
reliable data around your environmental impact and
delivering it in the various formats required for NGER,
Carbon Tax, GRESB, CDP, and any other sector-specific
reporting formats.

Full Carbon Accounting, Reporting
& Disclosure
The GCX dashboard and reporting platform is geared to
give you all the information you need, in all the relevant
reporting formats, and in line with carbon emission
reduction targets.

Cloud-hosted Data Platform & Dashboard
- Completely IT independent
Hosted in the Microsoft Azure cloud, the dashboard
and reporting platform is accessible through any web
browser, fully secure, and is reporting configured
and automated.

“

“

The sophistication and intelligence of the GCX Waste Dashboard
provides an unmatched level of visibility and transparency into your
extended waste value chains to manage costs, increase recycling
levels and build stronger vendor relationships.
- Andre Nel, Sustainability Manager, Pick n Pay
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YOUR BUSINESS

AT WORK

The GCX difference is in our processes that are coupled
with our deep environmental expertise that is geared
towards analysing your data in a meaningful and
impactful way.
GCX puts you in control with real-time, on-demand
business intelligence at your fingertips.
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“

“

In the future, it will be essential for any multi-tenanted operation
to have this type platform in order to confidently engage with
tenants in a meaningful way.
- Iekraam Kariem, Utility Analyst, V&A Waterfront

1

PHASE 1
Data Mapping

2

Engage

The initial data process
map is developed while the
boundaries and scope
of the solution is determined.

3

Data Preparation

GCX engages with all internal
and external data providers
and confirms all the data
sources and parameters. Data
is received.

4

Dashboard First
Iteration

The client’s data is sanitised
and proprietary data sets
are added. Relationships
are then built between data
sets and service providers;
and inconsistent data is
normalised.

The first iteration of the
dashboard is published.

PHASE 2
1 Week To 1 Month *Dependent on Timing of
Receipt of Source Data

Quality Control
Dashboard anomaly and
reconciliation tools are used
to verify source
documentation with
dashboard data.
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“

Customised
Requirements
GCX engages with
stakeholders to gather
business objectives and KPIs.
Standard performance
reporting for relevant
stakeholders and assets are
then defined and configured.

Dashboard Customisation & Optimisation
Month 2 to 6

7

Standard Operating
Procedure
Procedures are developed
that will include the final
data process, roles and
responsibilities, timing and
reporting formats.

GCX provide a holistic service. To have a friendly, professional
and experienced consultancy team available to our business
enables us to make informed decisions on a variety of carbon
and data elements!
- Natalie van der Bijl, Integrated Reporting & Sustainability Officer, Growthpoint

“

5

Dashboard Configuration & Development
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EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF BUSINESS

INTELLIGENCE
BOOK A DEMO
5 Milton’s Way,
11 Bell Crescent, Westlake
Business Park, Westlake,
7945, Cape Town
+27 (0)21 702 4058
info@gcx.co.za
www.gcx.co.za

